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Institute of Mathematics, Warsaw University, 00-901 Warsaw, PKiN IXp, Poland 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the endomorphism semigroup of a 
finite automaton may be useful in obtaining an iterative decomposition, i.e., a 
decomposition whose component automata re isomorphic. The technique of 
obtaining the above mentioned ecompositions is a generalization f the method 
of "generating" decompositions using automorphism groups, presented by 
Jump (Inform. Contr. 15, 424-435 (1969)). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the endomorphism semigroup of 
a finite automaton may be useful in obtaining an kerative decomposkion, i.e., 
a decomposition whose component automata re isomorphic. Moreover the 
components of such decomposition are uniformly connected in the sense that 
the connection graph is determined by the graph of the endomorphism semi- 
group. It is also shown here that the component automata of the above decom- 
positions can be chosen to be strongly connected. 
The technique of obtaining the aforementioned decompositions is a generaliza- 
tion of the method of "generating" decompositions u ing automorphism groups, 
presented by Jump (1969). Both are instances of the more general theory of 
decompositions presented by Hartmanis and Stearns (1966). 
Section 2 presents ome properties of endomorphisms of finite automata to be 
used in the subsequent section. In particular for an arbkrary submonoid S of a 
endomorphism semigroup the necessary and sufficient condkions for the existence 
of S-admissible relations are given. Here we use endomorphisms to transform 
equivalence relations following the method described by Bayer (1967). 
Section 3 contains the main resuk concerning the iterative decomposkion of
finite automata. As a consequence of the above result we obtain a method of 
obtaining an iterative decomposition whose connection graph contains only 
one-element loops. 
An example illustrating the applications of the results from Section 3 is given 
in Section 4. 
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2. ENDOMORPHISMS OF FINITE AUTOMATA 
In this paper, by a finite automaton we mean an ordered triple A = 
(QA , I,~ , MA) , where QA and I  A are finite nonempty sets called a set of states and 
an input alphabet, respectively, and M A : QA X Ix --~ QA is a function called a 
control of A. A function g: QA --* QA is said to be an endomorphism of A iff 
g(3/IA(q, U)) = MA(g(q), U) for all q ~ QA , u ~ I A . Let E(A) denote the set of all 
endomorphisms of A. The set E(A) is closed under the operation of composition 
of functions M if gl , gz ~ E(A) then gl o ge ~ E(A), where (gl o g2)(q) = gl(g2(q)) 
for all q E QA • Moreover the identity on QA is an endomorphism of A. Hence 
E(A) can be viewed as a monoid. Bijective endomorphisms are called auto- 
morphisms and the set of all automorphisms of a given automaton A is denoted 
by G(A). Obviously G(A) is a subgroup of the monoid E(A). 
Let R be an equivalence relation on a finite set Q. If  q e Q, then [q]R denotes an 
equivalence class determined by the element q, i.e., [q]R = {P eQ:  (P, q) e R}. 
By Q/R we denote the family of all equivalence classes of R, i.e., Q/R = 
{[q]R: q eQ}. Moreover, by JR[  we denote the cardinality of Q/R. In general, 
by card (X) we denote the cardinality of the set X. 
Let A be an automaton, R an equivalence relation on QA, and g E E(A); then 
it is easy to check that the relation Rg defined by 
(p ,q )cRg iff (g(p) ,g(q))~R, for P, qeQA 
is an equivalence relation on QA , and 
QA/Ro = {g-I([q]R): q eQA , g(QA) (~ [q]R @ ;g}. 
Let R, P be equivalence relations on a set of states QA of an automaton A. 
A pair (R, P) is a partition pair (eL Hartmanis and Stearns, 1966) provided the 
following condition holds: 
(Vp, q eQA)[(p, q) ~ R ~ (Vu ~I) (M(p,  u), M(q, u)) ~ P]. 
LEMMA t. Let A be a finite automaton, R, P equivalence relations on QA , and 
f, g E E(A). Then 
(i) n q I : (R~) I .  
(ii) (RnP)g - - - -RgnPo .  
(iii) I f (R ,  P) is a partition pair, then (R~, Po) is a partition pair as well 
Easy proof of the above lemma is left to the reader. 
Let A be an automaton and S a submonoid of E(A). We say that an equivalence 
relation R on the set QA is S-admissible (eL Jump, 1969) iff 
('] {Rg: g ~ S} = id(QA) , 
where id(QA) = {(q, q): q cQA } is the identity relation in QA. 
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Proof. 
two cases 
LEMMA 2. Let Q be a set with card(Q) > 2. Let f :  Q--~Q be a function such 
that f =/= id(Q) and f is not a constant function. Then there exist Pl, P2 ~ Q such 
that 
f(Pl)  ¢ {P~, P~, f(P2)}. (1.1) 
Since f =# id(Q) there exists p E Q such that f (p)  =A p. Consider the 
(a) f ( f (p) )  = f(p),  
(b) f ( f (p) )  C - f (p ) .  
For case (a) let q ~ Q be an element such that f (p)  @f(q) (q exists because f 
is not a constant function). Then Pl -~ P, P2 = q have the required property. 
For case (b) i f f ( f (p))  ¢ p, then Pl = I(P),  P2 = P satisfy (1.1). 
So we may assume f ( f (p ) )  = p. Let q~Q-  {p,f(p)} (such an element 
exists for card(Q) > 2. If  f (p) C = f(q) then Pl = P, h = q satisfy condition (1.1). 
If, however, f (p)  = f(q) then pl -- f(p),  p~ = q have the required property. 
Q.E.D. 
Now for a given automaton A we can characterize all those submonoids S of 
E(A) for which S-admissible quivalence r lations exist. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a finite automaton with at least three states, and let S be 
a submonoid of E(A). Then there exists an S-admissible quivalence relation 
R va id(QA) on QA iff S contains an endomorphism g which is not a constant function 
and g ~ id(QA). 
Proof. Suppose S is a submonoid of E(A) andg ~ S is a function which is not 
constant and g @ id(QA). By Lemma 2 there exist p, q ~QA such that f (p)  
{p, q,f(q)}. Let R = {(p, q), (q,p)} t3 id(QA); then (p, q) q~Rg. Note that 
Ria(OA) = R and id(QA) ~ S. Hence 
{Rt:f~ S} C R (3 Rg = id(QA). 
The proof in the opposite direction is obvious. Q.E.D. 
The above result is a strengthening ofTheorem 1 in Jump (1969). 
3. ]~NDOMORPHISMS, SEMIGROUPS AND ITERATIVE DECOMPOSITIONS 
OF FINITE AUTOMATA 
In this section we give a sufficient condition for a finite automaton to be 
realized by an iterative network of simpler automata (i.e., having fewer states). 
Let S be a semigroup and X a subset of S. We define a graph F(S, JO of S 
relative to X as follows: the set of nodes of F(S, X)  is S and there is an edge 
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labeled x(x E X)  directed from node s 1 to node s 2 if and only if s 1 = x " s 2 . 
A graph F is said to be a graph of a semigroup S provided there is a subset 
X C S such that F = F(S, X).  
Suppose we have a finite family of automata {Ai = (Q i ,  I i ,  Mi}: i < n}, a 
finite nonempty set I, and a family of mappings (9~: i < n}, where 
%: Qo × "'" × Q.-~ × I--~ Ii for i < n. 
A network (cf. Hartmanis and Stearns, 1966) over the alphabet I is a triple 
N = ({Ai: i < n},/, {9i: i < n}}. A behavior of this network is an automaton 
Ate = (Qte , I N , MN}, where Qte = Qo × "'" × Q~-I , IN = I, and 
M~: Qte × Ite ~ Qte 
is defined in the following way: 
M~(~, ~) = <Mo(%, %(~, .)),..., M._~(%_,, v._,(~, u))) 
for q = (%,..., q~-i) e QN, u e IN. 
Now we define a connection graph of the above network N. Let i < n and 
j < n, we say that q~ essentialy depends on the jth component iff there exist 
q = (%,..., q~-l, q~, q~+l,..., q,~-l} e QN, ~' = (%,..., qJ-1, qJ, qJ+l .... , %-~} ~ Qte, 
u 6 I, such that 9~(q, u) 4: ~0~(q', u). An automaton A t is said to be a direct 
predecessor f Ai (i < n, j < u) iff 9i essentialy depends on thejth component. 
The relation "to be a direct predecessor" defines a graph, with nodes labeled 
by automata {Ai: i < n}. This graph will be called the connection graph of the 
network N. 
To define a realization of a given automaton A by a network of automata we 
will need the notion of a homomorphism. Let Ai = (Qi ,  I i ,  Mi)  be automata 
for i < 2. A homomorphism from A o to A 1 is a pair of mappings (h, f) ,  where 
h: Qo ~ Q~ , f :  I0 -+I~ satisfying the condition h(Mo(q, u)) = Ml(h(q), f(u)), 
for all q 6Q o, u 6 I  0 . A homomorphism (h, f )  is an epimorphism (resp. an 
isomorphism) if both h and f are surjections (resp. bijections). A0 is a sub- 
automaton of A 1 iff Q0 C Qa, Io = I1, and M1 when restricted to Q0 ×/1  is 
equal to M2.  
We say that a network N realizes an automaton A iff A is a homomorphie 
image of some subautomaton of Ate, and every automaton in the network N 
has fewer states than the automaton A. A network N is said to be iterative 
whenever all the automata ppearing in N are isomorphic. 
An automaton A = (Q, I, M}  is said to be strongly connected iff for arbitrary 
states p, q ~ Q there exists a word x ~ W(I)  such that M(p,  x) = q (here we 
extend the mapping M, as usual, to the set Q × Q(I)). Obviously if a strongly 
connected automaton A is isomorphic to B, then B is strongly connected as well. 
Now we may present he main result of this paper. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A = (Q, I, M)  be a finite automaton with at least three 
states and let S C E( A) be a submonoid ofE( A) containing an endomorphism f which 
is not a constant function and f ~ id(Q). Then A can be realized by an iterative 
network N such that all the automata ppearing in N are strongly connected and the 
connection graph of N is F(S, S). 
Proof. Let S be a submonoid of E(A) satisfying the assumptions of the 
theorem. By Theorem 1 there exists an S-admissible equivalence relation 
R =/= id(Q). If X is a subset of S then by R x denote 0 {Rg: g a X}. Since R s = 
id(Q) we have that (Rs, R) is a partition pair. For g ~ S denote by Sg the set 
{x • g; x ~ S}. For any g ~ S, by Lemma 1, we obtain 
= (3 x s )  = (3 x s )  = (RA . 
Again by Lemma 1 the pair (Rsg , Ro) is a partition pair for anyg ~ S. 
For an arbitrary g E S an automaton Ag will be defined. First we define A~, 
where e = id(Q) is a unit of the monoid S. 
Let A~ = (Q/R, Q/R s × I, M~), where M~ is defined as follows: 
M~([p]R , (q}, u) = [M(q, u)] R if (q, p) e R 
= [q]R otherwise 
for p, q E Q, u ~ L In the above definition we have identified [q]Rk with {q}. 
Now we prove that A~ is strongly connected. Let p, q ~ Q. If (p, q) ~ R, then 
there exists q' ~Q such that (p, q')~ R. Take an arbitrary u ~I;  then we have 
M~([p]R, {q'}, u) = [q']R and M~([q']R, {q}, u) ~--  [q]R 
Hence the word (q', u)(q, u) changes the state [P]R into the state [q]R. If, 
however, (p, q) • R, then (taking an arbitrary u E I) we obtain M~([p]R ,{q}, u) = 
[q]R • This means that Ao is strongly connected. 
I fg E S, then it can happen that [ Rg [ < ] R [ (or ] Rs~ ] < [ Rs 1). If  this is the 
case then the set Q/Rg (resp. Q/Rs~ ) will be extended to a set (Q/Rg)* (resp. to 
a set (Q/Rsg)**) in the following way: Let p eQ, if g-l([p]R) = ~ (resp. if 
g-l({p}) = ~), then we add new element [p]* (resp. {p}**) not belonging to 
Q/Rg (resp. Q/Rsg ) and different from the all elements previously added. Define 
a mappingfl.g: Q/R --~ (Q/Rg)* by the formula 
f~,o([P]n) : g-I([P]R) if g-l([p]R) =7 £ ;g 
= [p]* otherwise 
for all p ~ Q. Similarly, a mappingf2,g: Q/R e --~ (QRsg)** is defined by 
f2.o({P}) = g-l({p}) if g-~({p}) =/= 
= {p}** otherwise 
for allp ~ Q. It is easy to see that bothfl,g andf2,g are bijections. 
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Now we may define an automaton Ao corresponding to an element g c S 
(g =/= id(Q)): Ag = ((Q/Rg)*, (Q/Rsg)** × [, Mg), where 5v/g is defined as 
follows: 
Mg(x,  y,  "hi) --1 --1 = f l .g(Me(f l .g(x) ,  f~.~(y),  u)) 
for x ~ (Q/Rg)*, y ~ (Q/Rso)** , u ~ L 
It is easy to check that the pair (fl,g ,f2,g × id(I)) is an isomorphism of A~ 
onto A~. Hence Ag is strongly connected for all g ~ S. 
Moreover, by an easy inspection it can be seen that 
Mo([P]eg, [P]Rs, u) = [M(p, U)]R~ (3.1) 
for all g ~ S, p ~ Q and u ~ I. 
Now we can construct a network N which will realize the automaton A. Let 
{Ao:g ~ S} be the set of component automata defined above and let IN = L 
Assume S = {gi:i < n} has n elements. For i < n define a subset ]i = 
" ' "  R _ {h: gk E So) , and letQN = (Q/R%)* × × (Q/ g~ 1) , and 
0 = (([pJR  o ,..., : p Q}. 
Moreover, let Po ~ Q be an arbitrary fixed state. Then for i < n we define a 
mapping cpi: QN × I--> (Q/Rso)** × I as follows: 
,..., °) : (n  . )  if (X 0 , . . . ,  Sn_l) ff 0 
= ([Po]Ro~ , u) otherwise 
for (Xo ,..., x~_l) c Qt¢ and u ~ I. 
Note that for arbitrary p ~ Q, u ~ 1, and i < n we have 
Hence the above definition of ~i is correct. Moreover, by the above equalities, by 
(3.1), and since R s = id(Q) the following properties are easily derived. 
1. I f  we denote by 3~r the restriction of M y to the set Q × [, then 
X = (Q, I, 21~) is a subautomaton of A N . 
2. A is isomorphic with A under the isomorphism (h, id(I)), where 
h: Q --+ Q is defined by h(p) = ([p]no ° ..... [P]R,,_ ) for allp ~ Q. 
Thus we have proved that the network N realizes the automaton A. 
Note that by the definition of ~oi (for i < n) it follows that all the direct 
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predecessors of Ag, are those automata Ag. for which k ~ Ji • Hence the connec- 
tion graph of N is the graph/'(S,  S). This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
One may easily derive the following corollary of the above theorem. 
COROLLARY (Jump, 1969). Let A be a finite automaton with more than two 
states and with a nontrivial automorphism group G(A). Then if G is any nontrivial 
subgroup of G(A), there exists an iterative network N which realizes A, whose 
connection graph is the graph P( G, G). 
We use Theorem 2 to obtain a realization of an automaton by a network whose 
connection graph has the property that any loop is only a one-element loop. 
Let N be a network with component automata {Ai: i < n}. For L C 
{AG i < n} by D~c(L) we denote the set of all direct predeeessors of automata from 
the setL. Let DNK(L) = D~-I(DIv(L)) for 1 < K < co. Denote by D*(L) the set 
co  
(3K=1 DsX(L) • Hence an automaton Ai belongs to the set D*(L) iff there is a 
path in the connection graph of the network N leading from Ai to some auto- 
maton in L. 
A network N with component automata {Ai: i < n} is said to be quasi-loop- 
free iff for any two automata Ai ,  A~ (i < n,j  < n) with i =~j, if A~ ~ D*({Aj}), 
then A~ (~ D*~({Ai}). 
Now we may present a result concerning realizability by quasi-loop-free 
networks. 
TheOReM 3. Let A --= (Q, I, M)  be an automaton with more than two states. 
I f  there exists f e E(A)\G(A) such that f is not a constant function, then A can be 
realized by an iterative quasi-loop-free network N which is built up from two 
strongly connected automata. 
Proof. Suppose f~  E(A)\G(A) is an endomorphism of A whieh is not a 
constant function. Let ( f )  = {f,...,fK} be a cyclic semigroup generated by f. 
It is known (ef. Clifford and Preston, 1961, Sect. 1.6) that ( f )  contains an idem- 
potent. Denote this idempotent by h. Since h = f~ for some 1 <~ n ~< K, so 
h vL id(Q). Consider two cases: 
1. h is not a constant function. 
For this case S = {id(Q), h} is a submonoid of E(A) satisfying the assumptions 
of Theorem 2. Let N be a network obtained by Theorem 2. Since the connection 
graph of N is Y(S, S), we obtain: A~ 6 D*({Ah}), and A~ ~ D*({A,}), where 
e = id(Q). 
2. h is a constant function. 
So h = fg  and K ~> 2. Let g = fK-L Then g is not a constant function, 
g =/= id(Q), and S = {e, g, h} is a submonoid of E(A) satisfying the assumptions 
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of Theorem 2. If R is an S-admissible quivalence relation on Q, then Rt~ = 
Q × Q (because h is a constant function), and R e t3 Rg = id(Q). Hence, since 
Q/R n is a one-element set the automaton An, constructed as in the proof of 
Theorem 2, does not contain any information relevant to the realization of the 
automaton A, and thus it can be omitted. In other words, the construction of 
a net which realizes A can be performed in the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 2 for automata At and A~. Q.E.D. 
4. EXAMPLE 
Here we give an example of a net obtained by Theorem 3 and by Theorem 2
for realization of a concrete automaton. Let A = <{1, 2, 3, 4}, {a}, M)  be an 




FIG. 1. Transition function of the automaton A. 
Using methods described by Grzymala-Busse (1971), one can show that the 
automorphism group G(A) is trivial. Since A has a one-element alphabet, the 
mapping : QA -+ QA defined by g(p) -= M(p, a) for all p ~ QA is an endomor- 
phism of A. By the proof of Lemma 2 the relation R defined by the partition 
{{1}, {2, 3}, {4}} is S-admissible, where S = {id(QA), g, g~'} is a submonoid of 
E(A) (here g2 is a constant function g~(p) = 1 for all p ~ QA). Then Ro is deter- 
mined by the partition {{1, 2, 4}, {3}}, R s = id(QA), and Rs~ ~ R~. 
The transition function Me of the automaton At, obtained by Theorem 2 is 
shown in Fig. 2. Since the set QA/Rg has fewer elements than QA/R and QA/Rs 
Input 
State ((1}, a) ({2}, a) ({3}, a) ({4}, a) 
{1} {1) {2, 3) {2, 3} {4} 
{2, 3} {1} {1} {2, 3) {4) 
{4} {1} {2, 3} {2, 3} {4} 
Fla. 2. Transition function of the automaton A~. 
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x {1} {2, 3} {4} 
f~.g(x) {1, 2, 4} {3i {4}* 
x {1} {2} {3} {4} 
f=.g(x) {1, 2, 4} {3} {3}** {4}** 
FIG. 3. Auxiliary functionsfa,g andf2.g. 
Input 
State ({1, 2, 4}, a) ({3}, a) ({3}**, a) ({4}**, a) 
{1, 2, 4} {1, 2, 4} {3} {3} {4}* 
{3} {1, 2, 4} {1, 2, 4} {3} {4}* 
{4}* {1, 2, 4} {3} {3} {1, 2, 4} 
FIG. 4. Transition function of the automaton _//g. 
~e 
FIG. 5. Connection graph of the decomposition. 
we have to extend it using the functions fl,g and f2,g, as shown in Fig. 3. The 
automaton Ag is defined by Fig. 4. The automata A~ and Ag are isomorphic and 
strongly connected. By Theorem 4 the automaton A can be realized by the net N 
whose connection graph is shown in Fig. 5. 
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